
More on Process Alphabets

Processes may also extend their alphabets by either:

• adding in extra actions

• extending their alphabets

Definition 1 Let P be a process and A be a non-empty set of
actions. Then we may form the new process P + A. This process
has the following alphabet:

alphabet of P ∪ A

It may engage in any action that P engages in, along with any
additional action drawn from the set A. If this extended process
engages in an action from the set A that is not in the alphabet of P,
then no change of state occurs!



Example 1 The radio button example may be given the alphabet:

{ click, submit }

by using the following process definition:

Radio = Radio[0],

Radio[state: 0..1] = (click -> Radio[(state+1)%2]) + { submit }.

This extended process may synchronize around the submit action.
However, it clearly does not change state in doing so! Failure to
recognise this fact is often a source of errors in using concurrent
processes - particularly with complex or large systems of processes.



More On Process Labeling

It is possible to label processes using sets of actions.

Example 2 Consider the double radio button GUI from last week:

Radio = Radio[0],

Radio[state: 0..1] = (click -> Radio[(state+1)%2]).

||GUI = (radio1: Radio || radio2: Radio).

Using sets, the GUI process may be written more succinctly as:

||GUI = ({ radio1, radio2}: Radio).

These two GUI processes are equivalent.

We shall look at process labeling latter on in this lecture.



Relabeling

It is also possible to rename the actions of a process to obtain a new
process.

Definition 2 Given a process P and actions act1, act1’. . ., actn,
actn’, we may form the new process
P / { act1’ / act1,.., actn’ / actn }.

This process behaves as for the process P, except that action act1 has
been replaced by action act1’,. . ., and action actn has been replaced

by action actn’.



Example 3 Consider the following web page and server processes:

WebPage = (enter -> submit -> response -> WebPage).

Server = (request -> service -> reply -> Server).

Since these processes have disjoint alphabets, their composition,
(WebPage || Server), can not interact in any way what so ever.

By renaming the actions of our two processes, we may allow them to
interact. In order to allow interaction we need to:

• In the WebPage process, have the action response rewritten to the
action reply

• In the Server process, have the action request rewritten to the
action submit

We may achieve this as follows:

||GUI = (WebPage || Server) / { submit/request, reply/response }



Even More On Process Labeling

Relabeling promotes the reuse of existing process definitions. Process
labeling allows more than one copy of the same process to run
concurrently with itself.

Sometimes, we wish to have a single process running concurrently with
another process, but we want this process to alter its state by using any
action from a labeled set of actions.



Example 4 The following process describes a button process:

Button = (click -> transmit -> END).

Now, consider a GUI with 3 buttons, all operating as concurrent
elements. The moment we click on any button, the button name is
transmitted to the server and then the user may no longer interact with
the GUI. We might try and model such a process as follows:

set Name = { b1, b2, b3 }

GUI = (Name:: Button) / { transmit/b1.transmit, transmit/b2.transmit, transmit/b3.transmit }.



Hiding

Processes interact via shared actions. Sometimes we wish to control how
different concurrent processes may interact (via their shared actions).
In order to do this, we shall require some way of controlling what the
current process alphabet is.

ie. we need to hide certain unwanted actions!



Definition 3 If act1, . . ., actn are actions and P is a process, then we
may form the new process P \ { act1, ..., actn }.

This process behaves exactly as for the process P, except that the actions
act1, . . ., actn may not be observed. In other words, these actions
accur silently.

Silent actions must be accounted for in traces and transition graphs. In
order to achieve this, we label silent actions as tau actions.

Silent actions in different process are not shared.

\ is the hiding operator.

Notice how the effect of hiding actions removes those actions from the
processes alphabet.



Definition 4 If act1, . . ., actn are actions and P is a process, then we
may form the new process P @ { act1, ..., actn }.

This process behaves exactly as for the process P, except that the only

actions that we may observe are the actions act1, . . ., actn.

@ is the interface operator.

Notice that the interface operator simply hides all actions in the
alphabet of a process that are not in the specified set. Thus:

P @ { act1, ..., actn } =
P \ (alphabet(P) - { act1, ..., actn }).



Example 5 Consider a feedback form that allows a user to initially
make a comment. The form has a number of components that the user
may interact with:

• a textbox components (that they may edit);

• a selection list that allows the user to select the pathway they are
on;

• and a submit button.

This process may be modelled by:

Feedback = (edit -> Feedback | selection -> Feedback | submit -> END).



On submission of the feedback, a server inserts the information into a
database.

The Server and Database processes may be modeled by:

Database = (insert -> Database).

Server = (submit -> insert -> Server).

Thus, the backend to this distributed GUI may be described using the
process:

||Backend = (Server || Database).



The insert action should only be available to the server! In order to
achieve this, we need to use the hiding operator (ie. \). So our backend
process should hide the insert action. Thus, our Backend process
becomes:

||Backend = (Server || Database) \ { insert }.

Whilst the GUI is the process:

||GUI = (Feedback || Backend).


